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ACAPELLA- Müzik performans
 A sung performance which is not accompanied by musicians. (From the Italian A CAPELLA, meaning ‘as in 
the chapel’)
ACT-Oynamak
 1) Subdivision between sections of a play. A short play is a ‘One-Act-er’, a play with one interval has two 
Acts etc. Acts are subdivided further into Scenes. 
2) The thing Actors can do which makes them different from Techies (!!).
ACTOR- Aktör
Person (male or female) whose role is to play a character other than his/her own. Although the term ‘act-
ress’ is sometimes still used for a female actor, many women prefer to have the same title as the men.
ANAGNORISIS-Farkına Varma
Anagnorisis is a moment in a play or other work when a character makes a critical discovery. 
ANIMATEUR-Animatör
(From French) Facilitator of a community, education or group event (social, cultural or artistic). The Anima-
teur may be a group leader, or may have initiated a project. She or he is responsible for running the event.
ANNOUNCER-Sunucu
In seventeenth century theatre and street performances, the Announcer would greet the audience, and 
give the play some context, either in terms of political or social background, or just to fill in some ba-
ckground detail to help the audience understand. 
ANTAGONIST-Rakip-Düşman
The opposite of the PROTAGONIST in a drama. 
ASIDE-Bertaraf-Ayrı
Lines spoken by an actor to the audience and not supposed to be overheard by other characters on-stage.
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR-Yönetmen asistanı
Assistant to the Director - works on specific tasks, sequences etc. to lighten the workload of the Director.
AUDITION-Oyuncu seçme
Process where the director or casting director of a production asks actors / actresses / performers to show 
him/her what they can do. Sometimes very nerve-wracking, but auditions can be a fairly painless process 
if handled properly. Performers are often asked to memorise a monologue from a play they like to perform 
for the director. Books full of suggested monologues are available. You may be asked to do a ‘Cold Reading’ 
which tests your own response to a piece of text you’ve not prepared. Some audition processes have pages 
of text available outside the audition room for actors to familarise themselves with before the audition. 
BEAT-Yenmek-Dövmek
1) In acoustics, a periodic variation in amplitude which results from the addition of two sound waves with 
nearly the same frequency. Also affects radio reception.
2) A deliberate pause for dramatic / comic effect.
3) A measure of time when cueing (e.g. “The LX cue needs to go four beats after the door is closed” or “Le-
ave it a beat after the blackout, then play the sound cue”).
4) A unit of action, as suggested by Stanislavski to help actors determine the through-line of a role.
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BELT VOICE-Şarkı söyleme terimi
Singing term - refers to a voice which has not been classically trained, but can ‘belt out’ songs. See also 
LEGIT VOICE. (For example Cosette in Les Miserables needs to have both a Legit Voice and a Belt Voice)
BIT PART-Figüranlık
A small role in a play, television production or film. 
BREAK A LEG-İyi şans anlamında söylem
A superstitious and widely accepted alternative to ‘Good Luck’ (which is considered bad luck). More avai-
lable at the link below. 
BROADWAY-Özel isim-New York’ta bir sahne
The group of 40 professional theatres with 500 or more seats located in the Theatre District centered along 
Broadway, and in Lincoln Center, in Manhattan in New York City, USA. Along with the West End of London, 
Broadway theatre is widely considered to represent the highest level of commercial theatre in the Eng-
lish-speaking world.
CABOTINAGE-Seçimlerde abartılı oyunculuk
Overacting, hammy performance, playing to the audience (from the French “Cabotin” - a strolling player / 
charlatan).
CALLBACKS-Seçimler için yeniden aranma
Following an audition, the director may ask to see a shortlist of actors again - they are called back for an 
additional audition to enable the director to make her/his decision.
CANTASTORIA-Oyuncunun şarkı söylerken hikaye anlatması
From the Italian for “Sung Story” or “Singing History” this is a theatrical form where a performer tells or 
sings a story while gesturing to a series of images. These images can be painted, printed or drawn on any 
sort of material.
CAST-Kast (Oyuncu seçimi)
The members of the acting company. The Cast List contains the names of the actors and the characters 
they’ll be playing. Dramatis Personae is a Latin term for a list of the characters in a play.
CASTING- Oyuncu seçimi süreci
The process of the director choosing actors to perform the characters in the play.
CATHARSIS-Özdeşleşme
A catharsis occurs when a moment of high tragedy at the emotional climax of a play is followed by an 
emotional cleansing for the characters and the audience.
CENTRE CENTRE- Sahne ortası
(CENTER CENTER in the USA) - the position in the centre of the stage space. Downstage Centre (DSC) is the 
position at the front of the stage, Upstage Centre (USC), and Centre Stage (CS) or CENTRE CENTRE is the 
centre. House Centre / House Center is the centre line of the auditorium (which is usually the same as that 
of the stage).
CENTRE STAGE-Sahnenin tam ortası
The middle portion of the stage - has good sightlines to all seats of the auditorium. Also known as MID 
STAGE.
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CHARACTER- Karakter
1. The mental and moral qualities distinctive to an individual within the world of the play.
2. A named individual within the play (e.g. “There are ten characters in scene one, all of whom have spea-
king parts.”). 
CHARACTERISATION- Karakterizasyon
The art of creating a character. Within the text, characters may be presented by means of description wit-
hin stage directions or character descriptions which the actor must try to convey or through their actions, 
speech, or spoken thoughts within the text.
CHEAT OUT-Hile yapmak
An actor facing too far upstage (so that he/she is invisible to the audience) may be requested by the dire-
ctor to “cheat out”, and turn downstage slightly, to improve audience sightlines. “Out” in this sense means 
towards the audience, and rather than being a derogatory term, “cheat” simply means to improve the situ-
ation (sightline in this case) without anyone realising it’s not a totally natural position.
CHEWING THE SCENERY-Aktörün oynamak için senaryodan parça seçmesi
An actor who gives a completely hammy and over-the-top performance is said to be Chewing the Scenery.
CHOREOGRAPHY-Kareografi
The art and craft of designing the moves, pace, flow, structure and execution of a piece of dance, or any 
other piece of rehearsed movement. This is usually carried out by a Choreographer, but choreography can 
be devised by a group of dancers. A stage combat sequence is also choreographed, but by a fight director. 
CHORUS- Koro
1) In Greek theatre, a character (or group) representing an element in the drama which comments on the 
action, and advances the plot. 
2) A sound processing effect which adds ‘body’ to a sound by overlapping a number of slightly delayed 
versions of the original sound.
CLIMAX-Doruk noktası
The significant moment in the plot of a play, when things change, or reach a crisis point.
COD PANTO-İngilizlere özgü geleneksel bir oyun
Nowadays believed to be an acronym of Crew On Display, but in fact dating back to Victorian times, when 
it meant a ‘spoof’ of something, the Cod Panto is a tradition in many British theatres that have pantomimes 
over Christmas. Including performances by (sometimes) all of the technical staff and (usually) none of the 
actual cast, the panto is written and rehearsed towards the end of the run and is performed in the last few 
days of the panto, and is often followed by a party. It’s performed for the actors and any remaining crew 
and sometimes friends and family, but usually has an 18+ rating. Jokes refer to any incidents during the run 
of the show, and send everything up with no holds barred. 
COLOUR-BLIND CASTING-Bir oyuncu seçimi yöntemi
Usually known as NON-TRADITIONAL CASTING, this is the casting of ethnic minority and female actors in 
roles where race, ethnicity, or sex is not specified, or against that specification. (e.g. an adult plays a child, 
a black actor plays a part previously played by caucasian actors, a woman plays a previously male role).
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COMIC RELIEF-İngiliz komedyenlerce kurulan bir topluluk
A comic scene (or line) included in an otherwise straight-faced play to provide a relief from tension for the 
audience.
COMMEDIA DELL-Barok çağa özgü İtalyan tuluat tiyatrosu
Italian comic form - started in the Renaissance, and still has massive influence today. A range of stock cha-
racters (Harlequin, Captain, Doctor, Pantaloon, Zanni, the Lovers etc.) were represented by stylized masks. 
Each character had a series of comic “lazzi” (business). The performances were based on the pre-rehearsed 
lazzi, but were largely improvised.
CONCEPTUAL DIRECTOR-Konsept yönetmeni
A non-traditional style of directing, which involves taking a text (play, musical) only as a starting point to 
express an idea or opinion, which may be unrelated to that of the original author of the text. Conceptual 
Directors of note include Jerzy Grotowski, Elizabeth LeCompte, Robert Wilson and Anne Bogarte (list from 
Theatre in Your Life by Robert Barton, Annie McGregor)
CONFLICT-Çekişmek
A device setup by the playwright consisting of an argument, disagreement, need or inequality between 
characters. There are broadly four types of conflict:
1) Relational Conflict (İlişkisel)
This is the predominant type, and consists of a battle between the mutually exclusive goals of characters 
(often the protagonist & antagonist).
2) Societal Conflict (Toplumsal)
Occurs between an individual character (or small group) and a larger group or society.
3) Inner Conflict (Dahili-içsel)
A character struggling with her/himself; either trying to escape a mode of behavior (addictive) or a state 
of mind.
4) Situational Conflict (Durumsal)
Involving a situation which must be escaped or resolved.
CONSCIENCE ALLEY-Karakter yüzleşmesi
A useful technique for exploring any kind of dilemma faced by a character, providing an opportunity to 
analyse a decisive moment in greater detail. The class forms two lines facing each other. One person (the 
teacher or a participant) takes the role of the protagonist and walks between the lines as each member 
of the group speaks their advice. It can be organised so that those on one side give opposing advice to 
those on the other. When the protagonist reaches the end of the alley, she makes her decision. Sometimes 
known as Decision Alley or Thought Tunnel.
CSM - Şirket sahne yöneticisi Company Stage Manager
DÉNOUEMENT-Akıbet
The moment in a drama when the essential plot point is unravelled or explained. (e.g. “So you see I couldn’t 
have killed the gardener. Because I AM the gardener” (Loud organ music etc.)).
DIALOGUE-Diyalog
The spoken text of a play - conversations between characters is dialogue. See MONOLOGUE and DUOLO-
GUE.
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DICTION-Diksiyon
The quality or style of speaking of a character within the play, consisting of components such as accent, 
inflection, intonation and enunciation. An actor whose words are clearly intelligible and audible is said to 
have good diction. 
DIDACTIC-Didaktik
Didacticism is a philosophy that emphasizes instructional and informative qualities in literature and other 
types of art. The term has its origin in the Ancient Greek word διδακτικός (didaktikos), “related to education 
and teaching”, and signified learning in a fascinating and intriguing manner.
Didactic art was meant both to entertain and to instruct.
Didactic plays, for instance, were intended to convey a moral theme or other rich truth to the audience. An 
example of didactic writing is Alexander Pope’s An Essay on Criticism (1711), which offers a range of advice 
about critics and criticism. An example of didactism in music is the chant Ut queant laxis, which was used 
by Guido of Arezzo to teach solfege syllables. (from Wikipedia)
DRAMATIC IRONY-Dramatik ironi
A dramatic device whereby the audience is aware of something that one or more characters are not, and 
action onstage reflects the effect of this lack of knowledge (frequently comic, but also tragic). Dramatic 
Irony is often used to underline plot points for the audience. Submitted by Gregg Shanks
ENSEMBLE-Küçük topluluk
An acting group. Normally used to describe a group of actors who work well together, with no-one outs-
hining the others. A performance where the emphasis is on group work, and there are no star performers, 
is an ensemble performance. 
EPILOGUE-Kapanış
Scene or speech which follows the main action of the play and provides some insight or comment on the 
action. See also PROLOGUE.
EQUITY-Dürüstlük-Eşitlik
Short for British Actors’ Equity (or American Actor’s Equity Association, founded in 1913, is the labor union 
representing actors and stage managers in the legitimate theatre in the United States). The trade union of 
actors, directaors, designers and stage managers.
Shortened to AEA in the USA, and usually just Equity in the UK.
EULOGY-Methiye-Kaside
A speech in praise of a person or thing, often a person who has recently died or moved on to a different 
role / job.
EXEUNT-Hep birlikte sahneden çıkış
(Latin) Stage direction meaning ‘they leave’. Used to indicate that more than one person leaves the stage. 
The direction for a single person is simply Exit. 
EXPOSITION-Sergileme-Yorumlama
The section of plot at the start of a play which provides essential background information about the cha-
racters, their situation, and their relationships to each other.
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EXPRESSIONISM-İzlenimcilik
Theatre design and performance style which places greater value on emotion than realism. The trademark 
Expressionist effects were often achieved through distortion.
FALLING ACTION-Doruk noktasından bir önceki eylem
The events in a play that occur after the climax has been reached, but before the final part. 
FARCE- Fars (Bir komedi türü)
Form of comedy play originated in France, using fast-paced physical action and visual comedy more than 
humour based on language.
FIFTH BUSINESS-Ana karakter kadar önemli olmayan karakter
Now obsolete term for an actor who is neither the hero, heroine, villain or confidante in a traditional dra-
ma, but is nonetheless essential for revealing important plot points. She/he is known as Fifth Business.
FIGHT DIRECTOR-Sahnede dövüş öğreten kareograf yönetmeni
Choreographer of fight scenes on stage. Works intensively with actors training them how to avoid hitting 
(and hurting) each other, how to use weapons safely etc. Fight directors are highly skilled and trained and 
should not be substituted for someone ‘who once saw Gladiator’ and thinks they can repeat it!
FLUFF-Tökezlemek-unutmak
To hesitate - to nearly forget or fumble one’s lines.
FOIL-Engellemek
1) A fencing blade, rectangular in cross-section (the Épée has a triangular cross-section, with a groove run-
ning down the length of the blade, and is heavier).
2) A subsidiary character who emphasizes the traits of a main character.
FORESHADOWING-Haberci karakter
Foreshadowing or adumbrating is a literary device in which an author indistinctly suggests certain plot 
developments that might come later in the story.
FOUND SPACE-Sahne dışı mekan
A performance space that wasn’t designed to be one. Performances that take place outside the theatre 
(e.g. in historic buildings, factories, public areas) are said to be using found spaces.
FOURTH WALL-Aktörün seyirciyel ilişkiye geçmesi, duvarı aşması
The imaginary wall of a box set through which the audience see the stage. The fourth wall convention is 
an established convention of modern realistic theatre, where the actors carry out their actions unaware of 
the audience. 
Where the cast addresses the audience directly, this is said to be ‘Breaking the Fourth Wall’. See also ASIDE.
FREEZE FRAME-Çerçeve dondurma
A technique for allowing a character to ‘step out’ of a scene and reveal something to the audience, while 
the rest of the action freezes. The name comes from a film technique where the images is frozen in time.
GENRE-Tür
A style of performance - a way of categorising different types of drama.
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GOD MIC Yönetmenin sahneden akıl evrmesi
APA system setup for a director to use in a large venue to talk to everyone on stage without shouting, du-
ring rehearsals and technical periods. Also used in some small or experimental spaces for tech crew to talk 
to actors or other crew, if no headset comms system or radios are available. 
GRAND GUIGNOL-Fransız tiyatro türü
Shock theatre form originally from Le Grand Guignol theatre in Montmartre, Paris (opened in 1897). Speci-
alised in portraying the macabre & gruesome to the delight and horror of the audience.
HAM-Abartılı oynama
Exaggerated over-acting.
HIT YOUR MARK-Aktörün harekete geçtiği an
When an actor stands in the correct position (usually with regard to lighting) she/he is said to have Hit the 
Mark.
HOLDING FOR A LAUGH-Oyuncular için bir pratik yöntemi
A risky practice, this involves the actors and director pre-planning where the audience will laugh, and 
inserting suitable pauses in the action, or ensuring that nothing important will be missed if the audience 
is in stitches. However, if the audience fails to laugh, the pause will slow the pace of the performance. The 
actors must learn to react to the audience as they react. An even more dangerous practice is to assume 
that the audience of the show tonight will laugh at the same points as the audience of the previous show. 
HOT SEATING-İnteraktif tiyatro sistemi
A technique used in interactive theatre when an actor, in character, is questioned by the audience about 
her/his actions.
IMPROVISATION-Doğaçlama
A comment or behaviour by an actor or group of actors that is not rehearsed or prepared (or, sometimes, 
authorised by the director). If the improvisation helps the performance move forward, appropriately, due 
to a technical or other issue, then improvisation can be helpful. If, however, it’s put in to raise a laugh or 
breaks character or the mood of the scene, it is frowned 
INGENUE-Literatürdeki saf kız literatürü
The ingénue is a stock character in literature, film, and a role type in the theatre; generally a girl or a young 
woman who is endearingly innocent and wholesome. Ingénue may also refer to a new young actress or 
one typecast in such roles. 
INSTALLATION-Kurulum
1) An electrical system in a particular building (e.g. “the stage lighting installation was tested last year”)
2) A piece of art designed to transform a particular room or building into something other than a room 
in an art gallery. Installations often use complex audio-visual equipment and can be intensely immersive 
experiences. (e.g. “In the studio space this week we have an installation by John Doe entitled ‘Space’”)
INTENTION-Niyet
Intention is an character’s specific purpose in performing an action or series of actions, the end or goal 
that is aimed at. Outcomes that are unanticipated or unforeseen are known as unintended consequences.
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INTERIOR MONOLOGUE-Karakterin kendi monologu
The interior (or internal) monologue is the stream of consciousness discussion a character has with her/
himself whilst working through problems or issues confronting them. It can be delivered as a recorded 
voiceover, or possibly as an aside spoken direct to the audience. 
INTERVAL-Ara-Aralık
Break between sections of a performance. During a play, the interval is normally half way through a stan-
dard length performance (approx 1 hour each half ) and is usually 15 or 20 minutes in duration. 
LEGIT VOICE-Ses tipi
Singing term - refers to a classically trained voice (see also BELT VOICE)
LINE-TOPPING-Aktörün ona verilen diyalog dışına çıkması
Undesirable behaviour where an actor responds with more volume or intensity to a line delivered to them. 
MAGIC IF-Oyunculuk tekniği
Stanislavskian technique which encourages actors to explore how they would feel and what would hap-
pen IF the situation in which the character they are portraying was to happen to them, or IF their personal 
circumstances were different.
MAKE-UP-Makyaj
Products applied to the face or body of an actor to change or enhance their appearance. 
MANTLE OF THE EXPERT-Öğrenci-öğretmen arasında bir eğitim modeli
The mantle of the expert is a student-centered dramatic-inquiry-based approach to teaching and learning 
invented and developed by Professor Dorothy Heathcote at the University of Newcastle upon Tyne in the 
1980s.
This approach inverts the typical teacher-to-student model of teaching by allowing the students to dictate 
their learning and educational process through creative drama. The students, rather than the teacher, are 
the main communicators in this process. (From Wikipedia) 
MASK-Maske
1) Form of theatre where actors faces are covered with masks. 
2) Early word for GOBO.
MELODRAMA-Bir tiyatro türü: Melodram
A Melodrama is a dramatic work that exaggerates plot and/or characters in order to appeal to the emoti-
ons. It is usually based around having the same character traits, (for example, a hero, who is fearless and 
who the audience is rooting for, the heroine, who is usually in peril of some kind, which the hero rescues 
her from; the villain (usually likes the heroine too) and villain’s sidekick (typically gets in the way of or an-
noys the villain).
The term is also used in scholarly and historical musical contexts to refer to dramas of the 18th and 19th 
centuries in which orchestral music or song was used to accompany the action. 
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METHOD ACTING-Metod Oyunculuk-Bir oyunculuk yöntemi
Method Acting is any of a family of techniques used by actors to create in themselves the thoughts and 
emotions of their characters, so as to develop lifelike performances. Though not all Method actors use the 
same approach, the “method” in Method acting usually refers to the practice, influenced by Constantin 
Stanislavski and created by Lee Strasberg, in which actors draw upon their own emotions and memories 
in their portrayals (known as Emotional Recall), aided by a set of exercises and practices including sense 
memory and affective memory.
MIME-Mim,Jest-Mimik
Form of performance with no spoken words. Plot, character etc. are conveyed to the audience by move-
ment and gesture. From the Greek Mimos.
MIRRORING-Bir drama egzersizi
Drama exercise involving two performers facing one another, either side of an imaginary mirror line. One 
tries to exactly duplicate the movements of the other, as if they were a reflection of that person in a mirror.
MISE EN SCÉNE-Sahneleme
Although the term literally “placing on stage” in French, the Mise en Scene refers to much more than the 
setting of a performance or event. The term describes all of the visual aspects of a setting - props, lighting, 
costume as well as set design, and how the details can contribute to the telling of the story.
MODERNISM-Modernizm
Predominantly European artistic and philosophical movement that arose due to changes in society and 
industry in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The movement is also seen as a reaction against the hor-
rors of World War 1. Characterised by a rejection of ‘traditional’ artistic forms; gave rise to abtract art, atonal 
music, stream-of-consciousness writing etc.
Initially modernist theatre was an attempt to employ naturalistic principles, as advocated by Emile Zola in 
the 1880s. However, a simultaneous reaction against naturalism attempted to integrate poety, painting, 
music and dance in a harmonious fusion. 
MONOLOGUE-Karakterin kendi kendine konuşması
A speech within a play delivered by a single actor alone on stage. 
MORALITY PLAY-15 ve 16. Yüzyılda gelişen bir performans
An allegorical performance in which the protagonist is met by personifications of various moral attributes 
who try to prompt him to choose a godly life over one of evil. Popular in Europe during the 15th and 16th 
centuries.
MOTIF-Öyküde sembolik önemi olan bir motif
A motif is any recurring element that has symbolic significance in a story. One example is the flute sound 
in Arthur Miller’s Death of a Salesman. 
MOTIVATION-Oyuncuyu harekete geçiren motivasyon
Part of METHOD ACTING, influenced by Stanislavski and created by Lee Strasberg. Strasberg uses the qu-
estion, “What would motivate me, the actor, to behave in the way the character does?” Strasberg asks the 
actor to replace the play’s circumstances with his or her own, the substitution.
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MYTH-Mit
A traditional story, which may define how a particular civilisation came into being, or a tale with a clearly 
defined moral code designed for social education. Myths often involve supernatural beings and may be 
enhanced accounts of historial events, or as an allegory for or personification of natural phenomena, or as 
an explanation of a ritual. 
NATURALISM-Doğalcılık
When creating a lighting design, naturalism dictates that lanterns should be placed according to where 
the light would come from in nature. For example, a sunny day would be lit primarily from above the acting 
area, with fill lighting in from the sides as if from the cloud. A dark room would be lit by moonlight throu-
gh a window, and the light level would increase when a door is opened from a lit corridor or when a light 
fitting is turned on.
NOISES OFF-Bir çeşit gürültü
Stage direction to indicate a clatter / bang offstage to which the cast should react. The type of noise should 
be indicated by the surrounding action! 
Also, a farce by British playwright Michael Frayn about life backstage, featuring a large interval set change.
NOTES-Yönetmenin verdiği notlar
Following a rehearsal (or an early performance in a run) the director will give notes to the cast and crew 
about where to make changes, improvements, cuts etc.
OBSTACLE-Engel, mani
In acting terms, an obstacle is something which prevents a character from achieving her/his objective 
within the play. 
OFF BROADWAY-Broadway sahnesine bir atıf
Originally referring to the location of a venue and its productions on a street intersecting Broadway in 
Manhattan’s Theatre District, the hub of the theatre industry in the United States, the term later became 
defined by the League of Off-Broadway Theatres and Producers as a professional venue in New York City 
with a seating capacity between 100 and 499, or a specific production that appears in such a venue, and 
which adheres to related trade union and other contracts.
OLIO-Bir çok türü (sahne, dans, şarkı) içinde barındıran bir performans
(from Spain / Portugal - ollo a spicy stew consisting of different meats and vegetables)
A collection of different acts (e.g. comedy, songs, dance, puppetry), or an act which isn’t part of the main 
show, inserted to fill a gap, to cover a scene change or as an encore after a dramatic play. Example usage: 
‘The event was an olio of poetry, dance and songs’.
OVERTURE-Giriş Müziği
Introductory musical piece played before a musical which contains many of the musical motifs and themes 
of the score.
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PACE-Adımlama-yürüyüş
The speed at which actors deliver their lines and perform their actions. A speed run can be useful to warm-
up actors and to really make sure everyone is on form. The pacing of the show can have a real effect on 
how the audience react to it - it’s a very tricky thing to maintain, especially as everyone gets more familiar 
with the show. A fast-paced scene takes energy and concentration, and can slow down as familiarity sets 
in, and a slow-paced scene may speed up. Directors often wish to cut down on unnecessary pauses and 
delays, but also to maintain the moments of silence between speeches when needed
PERIPETEIA-Senaryoda öykünün gidişini etkileyen beklenmedik olay, ani değişim
From Greek. A reversal of circumstances, or turning point.
The English form of peripeteia is peripety: a sudden reversal dependent on intellect and logic.
PHYSICAL THEATRE. Bir performans türü
Physical theatre is a genre of performance which makes use of the body (as opposed to the spoken word) 
as the primary means of performance and communication with an audience. In using the body, 
GESTURE-Jest
POSTURE-Duruş
PIANO-VOCAL-Şarkıcının piyano ile seslendirdiği eser
A vocal score, or piano-vocal score, is used by singers in a musical or opera (or operetta). The vocal parts 
are written out in full, but the detail of the accompaniment is reduced and adapted for piano, so it can be 
used in rehearsals, and easily followed.
PLAYLET-Kısa oyun
A short play (of around a few minutes long), performed by up to 4 people. Can help with teaching of dra-
ma and scene construction, and can be used to explore different viewpoints of a topic in a non-teaching 
situation. 
POSTER-Poster, afiş
Advertising material for an event. The poster contains the name of the event, the date and time, cost of 
ticket, how to get a ticket, and where the event is taking place. It should also contain information (for 
example, a recommended minimum age) that may prevent a person booking. It should have an appropri-
ate design for the type of event, and often contains a photograph or image as a background to the textual 
information. Some memorable posters are very simple in design. Website and social media links can also 
be included on the poster.
Other advertising materials could include fliers (small versions of the poster, with additional information 
on the back), newspaper adverts, radio adverts, TV spots, T shirts, other apparel (baseball caps, beanies) 
etc.
PREPRODUCTION Ön prodüksiyon safhası
Planning phase of production before actors rehearse (or sometimes have even been cast) and before sets 
are built. Brings together the production team in discussions about style, possibilities and budgets.
PREVISUALISATION Prodüksiyon taslağı
Computerised tools which enable design teams to show directors and other members of the production 
team how lighting, scenery or scenic automation will look before the set is even built. 
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PRODUCTION DESK Prodüksiyon masası
Table in the auditorium at which director/designer etc sit during rehearsals (especially technical rehear-
sals). Usually has its own lighting and communications facilities.
PROLOGUE Ön sahne (Serim)
Short scene or speech before the main action of the play to put it into context or set the scene. See also 
EPILOGUE.
PROTAGONIST Baş karakter
The leading character or ‘hero’ in a play who has to fight against / oppose the ANTAGONIST.
This term derives from the theatre of Ancient Greece when the Protagonist was the first actor to speak 
(aside from the CHORUS). As more ‘lead’ actors were added, they became known as the Deuteragonist and 
Tritagonist.
READ THROUGH Okuma çalışması (provası)
A meeting with all cast and (sometimes all) creative team members to read through the script. Usually 
happens at the start of the rehearsal process, to orient the cast and help them get to know each other and 
the text. 
REALISM Gerçekçilik
Realism in theatre describes a decision by the creative team to present the audience with an accurate de-
piction of the real world, rather than a stylized interpretation. Examples are Kitchen sink realism, an English 
cultural movement in the 1950s and 1960s that concentrated on contemporary social realism, or Poetic 
realism, a film movement in France in the 1930s that used heightened aestheticism. In the visual arts the 
term denotes any approach that depicts what the eye can see, such as in American realism, a turn of the 
20th century idea in arts, Classical Realism, an artistic movement in late 20th Century that valued beauty 
and artistic skill.
REHEARSAL Prova
(from Latin hirpex - ‘large rake used as a harrow’. Rehearse means ‘re-harrow’, or to ‘go over again’. It origi-
nally meant ‘to repeat’ (mid 14th century). It wasn’t until the late 16th century that it came to it’s modern 
meaning.)
A session when actors are called to work through some scenes from the play in private. 
A TECHNICAL REHEARSAL Teknik prova (akış)
 is the first time when technical elements (lighting, set etc.) are combined with actors. A DRESS REHEARSAL 
is a performance of the show as it will be on opening night.
RELAXED PERFORMANCE Özel Gösterim (Gösterim konseptine göre içerik ve teknik değişir)
A Relaxed Performance is one specifically modified to help audience members with special needs to feel 
at home in the theatre, and to enable them to feel able to make noise and comment on the performance 
when they wish to. They are designed for audience members with autism, learning disabilities and sensory 
or communication needs. The sound level is often reduced, complex lighting changes are simplified, and 
the cast and company warn families when unexpected noises will occur. Often the house lights are left on, 
and the audience is given a pre-show tour of the theatre so that they are familiar with the environment. 
The performances sit alongside special measures for audio-description and signed performances for those 
with sight or hearing impairments, and were introduced to the West End in mid 2013. 
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RESOLUTION Dramatik metindeki “çözüm” bölümü
1) The point during a drama when the plotline reaches a conclusion, and conflict is resolved.
2) A measure of the quality of a video display
3) The quality of a sound sample is measured by the sample rate (e.g. 44.1kHz is CD quality sample rate) 
and the resolution (either 8 bit or 16 bit normally).
RUN-THROUGH Teknik akış provası (kostüm, ışık, efekt için özel olarak yapılabilir)
A rehearsal of the show (or a section of it). Often shortened to just RUN. See also TECHNICAL RUN, DRESS 
RUN. The first run-through is often known as a STAGGER-THROUGH as there are usually many errors and 
delays.
SCRIPT Sahne metni
The text of a musical or play. Also contains stage directions and other notes.
SHOWING Gösteri
A less-formal performance, used as part of the development process of a piece of theatre, for an audience 
connected to the developers in some way rather than being a full public performance. A SHARING is simi-
lar, but is for a more defined audience - usually the group that is working on the piece, and other members 
of a creative team. 
SITE-SPECIFIC THEATRE Mekana özgü tiyatro
A piece of performance which has been designed to work only in a particular non-theatre space. The spa-
ce may have been adapted to fit into the themes or style of the production. A site-sensitive piece, on the 
other hand, will not adapt the space, but work with it’s style and history to create a piece of performance. 
See also INSTALLATION.
SITZPROBE Analiz provası
(German for seated rehearsal). The first rehearsal between Opera singers and the orchestra. No attempt is 
made to act or move the production at this rehearsal.
SKIN MONEY Ek yevmiye
Extra payment made to actors/actresses when nudity is required on stage.
SLAPSTICK Türk Tiyatrosunda “Pastav” olarak bilinen nesne
1) Two pieces of wood loosely joined at one end, which make a loud ‘slap’ sound when used to hit somet-
hing / someone. 2) Form of physical comedy where people get hit, covered in custard pies or showered 
with water.
SLATE Çekim tahtası
(Actor audition term) When auditioning on-camera, or when recording a piece of footage, an actor may be 
asked to Slate their name and their agent’s name, or to Slate the scene being recorded. This term is from 
the film industry when a piece of slate with chalk writing on it to indicate the actor being shot was filmed 
for a few frames before the actor, to enable later identification.
SOLILOQUY Tirad
Lines delivered by an actor on stage as if to her/himself.  
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STAGE LEFT / RIGHT Sahne solu / sağı
Left/ Right as seen from the Actor’s point of view on stage. (ie Stage Left is the right side of the stage when 
looking from the auditorium.)
Stage Right = OP (Opposite Prompt) French: Cote Jardin, Netherlands: Toneel Links (translates to Stage 
Left!)
Stage Left = PS (Prompt Side) French: Cote Cour, Netherlands: Toneel Rechts (translates to Stage Right!).
NB: The Netherlands, Portugal and Germany use the opposite to the rest of Europe; i.e. Stage Left UK = 
Stage Right. The directions are seen from the director’s and audience’s perspective, NOT the actors. In Por-
tugal Isquerda (left) is the equivalent of UK Stage Right and Direita (right) is the equivalent of UK Stage Left.
STOCK CHARACTER Tip
A sterotypical character or archetype that is used regularly in a particular style of drama. Usually a fairly 
one-dimensional character.
See also COMMEDIA DELL’ARTE
STURM UND DRANG Fırtına ve Coşku (Alman edebiyatında doğup tiyatroda da karşılık bulmuş bir biçim)
(German) A proto-Romantic movement in German literature & music from 1760s - 1780s. In a typical Sturm 
und Drang play, the protagonist is driven to action (often violent action) by revenge and greed. 
Wikipedia entry
SUBPLOT Alt öykü / Paralel öykü
A secondary story within a play in which events may relate to the main plot, but which feature less impor-
tant characters. Used to reinforce themes, or to help move the main plot forward, or for purely logistical 
reasons when a break is needed in the main story for a costume change etc. 
SUBTEXT Alt  metin
Subtext or undertone is content of a book, play, musical work, film, video game, or television series which 
is not announced explicitly by the characters (or author) but is implicit or becomes something understood 
by the observer of the work as the production unfolds. Subtext can also refer to the thoughts and motives 
of the characters which are only covered in an aside. Subtext can also be used to imply controversial sub-
jects without specifically alienating people from the fiction, often through use of metaphor. 
SWING İkinci kast
A member of the cast of a musical (or a play with a large cast) who understudies multiple chorus roles in 
the production. When a chorus member is not well, has a day off or, in some cases, is performing in a prin-
cipal role for which he or she is the understudy, a swing performs in this chorus member’s place. In the cast 
of a musical, there will be a male swing who understudies all the male chorus roles in the cast, and also 
a female swing who understudies all the female chorus roles. In larger casts, there might be two or more 
swings for each gender. Swings are members of the cast who are in addition to those called for by the 
script, so in a performance where all of the chorus members and all the actors playing principal roles are 
present, the swings will not be performing in that particular performance -- although in most cases they 
will be waiting backstage to be available in the event they are needed.
TABLE READ Masabaşı çalışması
An initial read-through of the script of a show, with actors and creative team sitting around a table. It al-
lows the whole team to become familiar with the script, and each other in a non-threatening environment.
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THEATRE OF CRUELTY Vahşet tiyatrosu
THEATRE OF THE ABSURD Absürt tiyatro
THESPIAN Tespisçi
Named after the Greek actor Thespis (considered to be the founder of Greek tragedy), a Thespian is a fol-
lower of Thespis - an Actor.
Submitted by June Lathrop
THOUGHT TRACKING Emprovize akış
Thought-tracking is a technique used in workshopped drama sessions to explore a character’s thoughts 
during a narrative. It often takes the shape of an exercise where the action is frozen and a character is asked 
to speak a few words about his or her feelings and thoughts for the rest of the group.
TIE Eğitimde tiyatro / drama
Abbreviation for Theatre In Education. A performance aimed at a schools audience.
TRAGEDY Trajedi
Tragedy is a form of drama based on human suffering that invokes in its audience an accompanying cat-
harsis or pleasure in the viewing. While many cultures have developed forms that provoke this paradoxical 
response, the term tragedy often refers to a specific tradition of drama that has played a unique and im-
portant role historically in the self-definition of Western civilization.
TRAGI-COMEDY / TRAGICOMEDY Trajikomedi
Tragicomedy is a literary genre that blends aspects of both tragic and comic forms. Most often seen in 
dramatic literature, the term can variously describe either a tragic play which contains enough comic ele-
ments to lighten the overall mood or a serious play with a happy ending.
TYPECAST Tip oyunculuğu
An actor who is regularly cast in the same kind of roles is said to be TYPECAST. If an actor has played similar 
roles for a while (e.g. muscle-bound baddie) and is cast in a completely different role (e.g. a nanny) he’s said 
to have been cast AGAINST TYPE.
UNIT OF ACTION Eylem birimi
Units of action, or units (sometimes also called beats), were first suggested by Konstantin Stanislavski as a 
means of helping actors determine the through line or super objective of a role. A unit is a discrete piece 
of action in a play-text, marked by a significant change in action. This could be a change in what the cha-
racters already on stage are doing or trying to do, i.e. a change in their objective, a new character entering 
the scene or those already on stage exiting.
VERBATIM THEATRE Görünmez Tiyatro
A performance based on words taken from an interview with a member of the public, usually forming a 
dramatised version of real-life events. 
VERFREMDUNGSEFFEKT Yabancılaştırma
Also known as Distancing Effect or Alienation Effect, this is a concept coined by Bertholt Brecht “which 
prevents the audience from losing itself passively and completely in the character created by the actor, 
and which consequently leads the audience to be a consciously critical observer.”
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VIEWPOINTS Viewpoint teorisi
Viewpoints is a technique of composition that provides a vocabulary for thinking about and acting upon 
movement and gesture. Originally developed in the 1970s by choreographer Mary Overlie as a method of 
movement improvisation, The Viewpoints theory was adapted for stage acting by directors Anne Bogart 
and Tina Landau.
VIGNETTE Sahne açımlama
A short impressionistic scene that focuses on one moment or gives a trenchant impression about a cha-
racter, idea, setting, or object. This type of scene is more common in recent postmodern theater, where 
less emphasis is placed on adhering to the conventions of theatrical structure and story development. 
Vignettes have been particularly influenced by contemporary notions of a scene as shown in film, video 
and television scripting.
WALK-ON  Yan rol
A small acting role with no lines. Also known as SPEAR CARRIER.
WARM-UP  Isınma
The Warm-Up prepares the actor’s body for the performance by exercising (literally warming up) muscles, 
stretching limbs, and getting the cast to focus on the performance and to forget about anything outside 
the walls of the theatre.
ANGEL Melek yatırımcı
One who privately finances a production, usually often with several other backers; their identity is traditi-
onally kept private. May be an individual or a company. 
BACKING Marke
1) Scenic piece which goes behind an opening in the set (window etc.) to hide the technical areas beyond. 
Also known as a Backing Flat
2) The money invested in a commercial production (by a Backer).
BOX OFFICE MANAGER Gişe Yöneticisi
Member of the theatre staff responsible for the operation of the Box Office, including customer service 
standards, ticket sales in person, by phone or online, and the correct recording of ticket sales, repayments 
to theatre companies etc.
CHAPERONE Ekip lideri
Adult who takes responsibility for a group of young people while they’re away from their parents. A legal 
requirement when working with children (and a relief for the stage management team!)
COMP Özel bilet
Short for Complimentary ticket. Free of charge ticket issued to company members or special guests. Each 
venue has their own policy about numbers of comps that cast / crew may be entitled to. There are often 
House Comps, which are good seats not sold to the public until others are sold out, which are used for VIP 
guests. 
In the past it had to be initialled by the General/House/Company Manager to ensure its authority, and a 
record kept by the Box Office Manager.
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CONSTRUCTION Konstrüksiyon
CONTINENTAL SEATING Oditoryum oturma düzeni
Auditorium seating layout where there is no central aisle, but wider spacing between rows to allow people 
to pass those that are already seated.
CONTRA Kontra
In accounting, a CONTRA is a financial entry indicating a credit instead of a debt, on a debtor’s account. 
It indicates when a debtor (e.g. a production company) has built up a credit, which a creditor (e.g. a hire 
company) needs to supply goods against. 
Deduction made by the Bricks & Mortar Management from its final payment to the Visiting Management, 
for expenditure incurred by the theatre on behalf of the Visiting/Touring Management. The amount char-
ged varied according to the management’s contract, but could include electricity used, staff over and 
above the normal crew, and even the ‘first night thank you’ reception
CURTAIN TIME Perde zamanı
The advertised start time of the performance. This may be delayed by the late arrival of a large party, but 
regularly starting late because of box office queues should be avoided.
DARK Sezon arası
A venue that has been closed to the public. Some theatres go dark temporarily during production periods, 
when the next show is in preparation on stage. To keep the audience (and their money) coming in, some 
venues show films or have other activities not involving the stage.
FIRST NIGHT Prömiyer
The opening night of a theatre performance often has a largely invited audience of people connected with 
the show but not directly involved in it (financial backers, contractors etc.)
GRAPEVINE Kulis yapmak (mecazi ve olumsuz anlamda)
The theatre community is very close, and news/rumours often spread via unofficial routes. This so-called 
GRAPEVINE means that people are often well-informed about latest news. It is also very important to make 
a good impression on everyone you meet in the business, as bad impressions will be spread around the 
grapevine very quickly. Modern tools such as Twitter have made the grapevine even more widely spread, 
and great care must be taken to not publish anything on Twitter that you wouldn’t say to someones face. 
HOSPITALITY SEAT Ağırlama koltuğu
Seating in a VIP area, or the best seats in the house, sold to corporate (business) clients for them to offer as 
incentives or gifts to employees or suppliers etc. Hospitality packages are available to many large music or 
sports events.
IMPRESSARIO Menajer
Now more likely to be called a Producer, the Impresario organised and financed the performing arts. Term 
originated in the Italian opera, in the mid 18th Century.
JUVENILE LEAD Jönprömiye
The most significant role in a play or film that is performed by a young actor / actress. 
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MAKING THE NUT Gişeyi kurtarmak
(Colloquial term) The ‘nut’ is a break-even point, after which the show can pay it’s bills. It’s calculated either 
show by show or for the length of the production (some costly shows don’t make their ‘nut’ until well into 
the run). The origin of the term is believed to be ‘to survive, a squirrel has to find at least a nut a day. For a 
person to survive, they must make at least $xx a day -this dollar figure is their ‘nut’.’
MARKETING DEPARTMENT Pazarlama departmanı
MATINÉE / MATINEE Matine
Afternoon performance of a show. (From the Latin for ‘of the morning’, but who does theatre in the mor-
ning?)
MSDS Prodüksiyon materyali
Material Safety Data Sheet. Form available from manufacturers of, for example, smoke fluids. Lists any ha-
zardous ingredients and other safety-related data about the product.
NUMBER ONE TOUR Özel tur
A tour (of a show) that is booked into the best venues available in each area.
PAPER THE HOUSE Kampanya
Marketing technique. Giving away tickets to a performance (eg Opening Night) to make a show seem to 
be selling better than it actually is, and to start generating ‘word of mouth’ interest.
PLAY AS CAST Oyuncu sözleşmesi
Contract drawn up for an actor when casting is not complete.
PLAYBILL Oyun bröşürü
1) A poster advertising a forthcoming variety show, originally shown with a list of the acts performing.
2) Brochure produced for American theatres as a wrap around for the programme of a particular show. 
The wraparound content is the same for all theatres across the country and contains news, features and 
advertising.
3) Also used as a generic name for the programme of a theatre production (listing scenes, cast, creative 
team, and possibly an article by the creative team about the creation of the show etc.)
Playbill website
PROFESSIONAL Profesyonel
Normally used for someone who’s regularly paid for a particular job (as opposed to an amateur, who does 
it for fun). A professional attitude is essential when working in the theatre - this means you have to behave 
as if you were being paid. The theatre world is a very small community - if you behave badly or upset so-
meone, it’s highly likely you’ll meet them again, and they will remember you!
RECEIVING HOUSE Turne mekanı
A venue which has incoming touring companies (as opposed to a Producing House, which creates it’s own 
productions). See also ROADHOUSE.
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REDUCED VISIBILITY / RESTRICTED VIEW Son seyir yeri
Often used to describe a seat in an older theatre from which some parts of the stage are obscured either 
by columns supporting the seating, or because it’s at the side of the venue, or behind a balcony railing. 
Usually cheaper than other seats, and often not quite as bad as they sound. More modern venues are built 
with the intention that every seat is a good one. Older venues, particularly in large cities, may have been 
built as variety houses, where the main act was downstage centre, and as long as that was clearly visible, 
the seats were all fine. 
REPERTOIRE Repertuvar
A form of organisation where two or more productions alternate in the course of a season.
REPERTORY Repertuvar
A form of organisation, usually with a permanent company of actors, where each production has a run 
of limited length. At any time, there is normally one production in performance, another in rehearsal and 
several others in varying degrees of planning.
The first repertory theatre in England was Miss A.E.F.Horniman’s Company at the Gaiety Theatre in Manc-
hester, founded in 1908.
Often shortened to ‘Rep’.
RETURN Dönel değişim
1) Flats joined to the DS edge of flats of a set or unit that ‘return’ into the wings. They help mask and also 
keep the DS edge of a set from looking raw. 
2) A financial report given to theatre management staff by the box office manager on a daily or weekly 
basis setting out the takings for performances. 
3) Route for an auxiliary signal back into a sound mixer (see also SEND).
RIDER Sürücü
(Technical Rider) Information sent to a venue by a touring group detailing lighting, sound, staging and 
dressing room requirements. Ideally arrives before the group 
ROYALTIES Telif
The prescribed fee paid to an author or his agent for the performing rights of a play.
SHOW ELEMENT Gösteri unsuru
Term for an item of scenery or prop required for a production.
SMOKE DETECTORS Sigara (yangın) dedektörü
Many theatre buildings have complex fire alarm systems installed. Some theatre spaces have smoke dete-
ctors in them, which trigger a fire alarm when the space fills with smoke. The use of SMOKE MACHINES in 
these spaces can (and does) result in expensive call-outs of the fire department and evacuated auditoria.
SRO Oturma kapasitesi
Abbreviation for Standing Room Only (i.e. there are no seats left in the auditorium). Standing room is not 
available in all venues, and depends on the number of people the licencing authority has licenced the ve-
nue for. If standing room is available, the number of people that can be admitted to the standing areas is 
limited, to ensure a safe evacuation is possible in the event of a fire or other emergency.
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STIPEND Ortak bütçe
A type of payment to the cast and crew to help towards expenses incurred during the production process. 
The amount is usually based on the total money the show brings in, but sometimes it can be a set amount.
From Middle English stipendium (from Latin) meaning a fixed sum of money paid periodically for services 
or to defray expenses.
Submitted by Amy McIntire
SUPERNUMERARY Yardımcı oyuncu
1) An actor who appears on stage but does not speak.
2) A member of staff over and above the number required to carry out a task. 
TEMPORARY DEMOUNTABLE STRUCTURE (TDS) Sökülebilir seyir yapısı
(UK Health & Safety) Any structure built for an event, whether it’s staging, seating or a marquee or similar 
outdoor structure. 
UK Health and Safety Executive website
THEATRE IN EDUCATION Eğitimde drama
Often abbreviated to T.I.E. The use of theatrical techniques to educate, covering social issues or topics on 
the school’s syllabus.
THEATRE ROYAL Kraliyet Tiyatrosu
Common name for theatres in the UK. The Theatre Royal, Bristol is the oldest working theatre in the country, 
opened in 1766.
TURNAROUND Sahne dönüşümü
The changeover between one show and the text. It’s important that the administration team scheduling 
the performances takes into account the time it will take to reset the stage back to ‘clear’ and then set up 
for the next show, ideally not involving overnight work!
WILL CALL Rezervasyon
(Especially USA) Box Office or Ticket Booth at an event where you collect previously ordered tickets for that 
event, on the day of the event. Ensure you take relevant forms of ID so that the staff are able to release the 
tickets to you. 
Formerly known in the UK as COBO (or Care Of Box Office). 
AGITPROP Ajit-prop
The original sense of agitprop was “agitation and propaganda on behalf of Communism”, or “a government 
agency or department responsible for agitation and propaganda”. The main current sense of the word is 
simply “propaganda, especially socially or politically motivated propaganda appearing in literary works, 
films, etc.”; though the word often refers to political propaganda, it is not restricted to communist doctrine. 
The word agitprop is first found in English sources in the mid 1930s. From the Random House Word of the 
Day website.
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DOCUMENTARY THEATRE Belgesel tiyatro
Documentary theatre, or theatre of fact, is theatre that wholly or in part uses pre-existing documentary 
material (such as newspapers, government reports, interviews, etc.) as source material for the script, ideally 
without altering its wording.
Where it’s featured solely on the words of others, usually members of the public in a particular situation, 
it’s known as VERBATIM THEATRE.
END ON Klasik seyir düzeni
Traditional audience seating layout where the audience is looking at the stage from the same direction. 
This seating layout is that of a Proscenium Arch theatre.
Also known as Proscenium Staging.
The end-on stage can be split into 9 areas: upstage right, upstage centre, upstage left, centre stage right, 
centre stage, centre stage left, downstage right, downstage centre, downstage left.
See also THRUST, IN THE ROUND, TRAVERSE.
EXPRESSIONISM Dışavurumculuk
Theatre design and performance style which places greater value on emotion than realism. The trademark 
Expressionist effects were often achieved through distortion.
FARCE Fars
Form of comedy play originated in France, using fast-paced physical action and visual comedy more than 
humour based on language.
FORUM THEATRE Forum tiyatrosu
Forum theatre is a type of theatre created by the influential practitioner Augusto Boal as part of what he 
calls his “Theatre of the Oppressed.” While practicing earlier in his career, Boal would apply simultaneous 
dramaturgy. In this process the actors or audience members could stop a performance, often a short scene 
in which a character was being oppressed in some way. The audience would suggest different actions for 
the actors to carry out on-stage in an attempt to change the outcome of what they were seeing. This was 
an attempt to undo the traditional actor/audience divide and to bring audience members into the perfor-
mance, to have an input into the dramatic action they were watching.
IN THE ROUND Meydan sahne
Theatre in the Round is a form of audience seating layout where the acting area is surrounded on all sides 
by seating. There are often a number of entrances through the seating. Special consideration needs to be 
given to onstage furniture and scenery as audience sightlines can easily be blocked.
Stage managers and directors often use the idea of a clock face to describe actor positions on stage (e.g. 
the aisle nearest the technical point is described as the 12 O’clock position, with other aisles described as 
3, 6 and 9 O’clock.)
See also THRUST, END ON, TRAVERSE.
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INSTALLATION Kurulum
1) An electrical system in a particular building (e.g. “the stage lighting installation was tested last year”)
2) A piece of art designed to transform a particular room or building into something other than a room 
in an art gallery. Installations often use complex audio-visual equipment and can be intensely immersive 
experiences. (e.g. “In the studio space this week we have an installation by John Doe entitled ‘Space’”)
MELODRAMA Melodram
A Melodrama is a dramatic work that exaggerates plot and/or characters in order to appeal to the emoti-
ons. It is usually based around having the same character traits, (for example, a hero, who is fearless and 
who the audience is rooting for, the heroine, who is usually in peril of some kind, which the hero rescues 
her from; the villain (usually likes the heroine too) and villain’s sidekick (typically gets in the way of or an-
noys the villain).
The term is also used in scholarly and historical musical contexts to refer to dramas of the 18th and 19th 
centuries in which orchestral music or song was used to accompany the action. 
METATHEATRE Meta tiyatro
This term, coined by Lionel Abel, has entered into common critical usage; however, there is still much 
uncertainty over its proper definition and what dramatic techniques might be included in its scope. Abel 
described metatheatre as reflecting comedy and tragedy, at the same time, where the audience can laugh 
at the protagonist while feeling empathetic simultaneously.
MIME Mim
Form of performance with no spoken words. Plot, character etc. are conveyed to the audience by move-
ment and gesture. From the Greek Mimos.
Marcel Marceau Foundation for the Advancement of the Art of Mime
Mummenschanz
MORALITY PLAY Moral oyunları (misteri)
An allegorical performance in whcih the protagonist is met by personifications of various moral attributes 
who try to prompt him to choose a godly life over one of evil. Popular in Europe during the 15th and 16th 
centuries.
Wikipedia entry
MUSIC HALL Müzikhol
A type of British theatrical entertainment popular between 1850 and 1960. It involved a mixture of po-
pular song, comedy, speciality acts and variety entertainment. The term is derived from a type of theatre 
or venue in which such entertainment took place. British music hall was similar to American vaudeville, 
featuring rousing songs and comic acts, while in the United Kingdom the term vaudeville referred to more 
working-class types of entertainment that would have been termed burlesque in America.
NATURALISM Doğacılık
1) When creating a lighting design, naturalism dictates that lanterns should be placed according to whe-
re the light would come from in nature. For example, a sunny day would be lit primarily from above the 
acting area, with fill lighting in from the sides as if from the cloud. A dark room would be lit by moonlight 
through a window, and the light level would increase when a door is opened from a lit corridor or when a 
light fitting is turned on.
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OPERA Opera
1) European terminology meaning Opera House - lavishly decorated proscenium theatre with orchestra 
pit. See TOSCA.
2) Musical form. Highly dramatic and stylised form where the text is completely sung.
PANTOMIME Pantomim
1) A pantomime (often shortened to Panto) is a musical-comedy family-orientated theatrical production 
traditionally performed in United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, Zimbabwe, Jamaica, South 
Africa, India, Ireland, Gibraltar, and Malta, at Christmas-time. The panto often features slapstick or messy 
comedy routines, children dancing, recent songs, spectacular sets and colourful costumes, and is often 
themed around a fairy story or nursery rhymes.
Popular pantos include Cinderella, Aladdin, Jack and the Beanstalk, Mother Goose, Sleeping Beauty, Snow 
White and the Seven Dwarfs, Dick Whittington and His Cat, Puss in Boots etc.
2) Pantomime is an ancient type of performance with no spoken words, often now shortened to ‘Mime’. 
Puss in Boots, December 2013, Hackney Empire - Audio Slideshow (The Guardian)
PERFORMANCE ART Performans sanatı
An interdisciplinary performance presented to an audience. The performance may be either scripted or 
unscripted, random or carefully orchestrated; spontaneous or otherwise carefully planned with or without 
audience participation. The performance can be live or via media; the performer can be present or absent. 
It can be any situation that involves four basic elements: time, space, the performer’s body, or presence in 
a medium, and a relationship between performer and audience. Performance art can happen anywhere, in 
any venue or setting and for any length of time. The actions of an individual or a group at a particular place 
and in a particular time constitute the work.
PHYSICAL THEATRE Fiziksel tiyatro
Physical theatre is a genre of performance which makes use of the body (as opposed to the spoken word) 
as the primary means of performance and communication with an audience. In using the body, the per-
former or actor will concentrate on:
The use of body shape and position
GAIT Biçem
Physical theatre can be distinquished from dance in that it tends to focus more on narrative, character and 
action. However, the boundaries between the two are rather blurred.
There are various styles and genre of physical theatre. These include:
Physical comedy - where the body is the primary means of comic creation
MIME Mim (mimik)
Stomp- where the body, with external objects, is used for its percussive potential
Some forms of puppetry
Circus
The most famous institution devoted to physical theatre is the Lecoq school in Paris. Students here follow 
the method of Jacques Lecoq, which developed out of his experience of mask work, commedia dell’Arte 
and his interest in the physicality of performance.
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REVUE Revü
A type of performance consisting of lighthearted songs and comic sketches - a variety show.
SINAKULO Sinakulo – Moral oyunu
A retelling of the story of Jesus Christ, performed each year during Holy Week in lowland Philippines. Per-
formed outdoors by and for the community in villages that observe this folk drama tradition.
See also MYSTERY PLAYS.
SITE-SPECIFIC THEATRE Mekana özgü tiyatro
A piece of performance which has been designed to work only in a particular non-theatre space. The spa-
ce may have been adapted to fit into the themes or style of the production. A site-sensitive piece, on the 
other hand, will not adapt the space, but work with it’s style and history to create a piece of performance. 
See also INSTALLATION.
SONGSHEET Bitiriş
Traditional ending to a British Pantomime performance, usually involving the Dame character encoura-
ging the audience to sing along with a traditional (and/or silly) song that conveniently allows the stage 
management team to set up the WALKDOWN, a usually spectacular finale to the performance. The lyrics of 
the song are flown in, in front of the frontcloth. This sequence may also involve announcing any special vi-
sitors or audience birthdays, and possibly inviting a couple of children to the stage to take part in the song. 
SPECTACLE Gösteri
A theatrical performance using large scale scenery and effects to wow the audience. Popularised in Victo-
rian times, they featured water tanks, live animals, moving stages and aerial effects. 
CHOREOGRAPHER Koreograf
Member of the production team responsible for setting dances and movement sequences during the pro-
duction.
COMPANY MANAGER Topluluk yöneticisi
In a touring theatre company, the Company Manager is responsible for the well-being of the cast and crew 
of the show; ensuring their arrival at the venue, dealing with their payments, dealing with any disputes, 
and generally ensuring all is well and happy. The CM is also the representative of the producers in that he/
she is responsible for collecting payments from the venue management.
In a building-based theatre company, the role is more administrative, dealing with payroll and other mat-
ters connected with the cast and crew of the current production(s).
CONDUCTOR Kondüktör
The director of an orchestra. See also MUSICAL DIRECTOR.
COSTUME DESIGNER Kostüm tasarımcısı
Member of the creative team for a show responsible for the clothes worn by the actors throughout the 
performance. She/he works with the director to discuss the needs of the show before coming up with a 
series of sketches to illustrate the looks for particular characters. The designer then works with the ward-
robe team at the theatre / production company to decide which items are already in stock, which can be 
adapted from existing stock, which should be hired, which should be bought and which should be made 
from scratch. Charity shops are useful sources for modern / recent items, and theatre are many theatrical 
costume hire companies available in larger cities.
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COSTUMER Kostümcü
Member of the WARDROBE Department. See also DRESSER.
CRITIC Eleştirmen
Journalist who writes reviews for theatre productions.
DANCE CAPTAIN Baş dansçı
Member of a group of dancers in a show who is responsible for leading rehearsals and warm-ups prior to 
the performance.
DANCER Dansçı
Member of the company whose role is choreographed, and who has no spoken words.
DAYMAN Günlük teknik elemanı
A member of the backstage staff who is hired or paid by the day, for the specific hours worked. Prefixed by 
the appropriate technical area (e.g. Stage Daymen, Electrics Dayman / LX Dayman etc). May also be requi-
red to work shows (Show Dayman). 
DEPUTY STAGE MANAGER (DSM) Sahne amiri
Usually shortened to DSM, this is a member of the Stage Management team. In the UK, the DSM is often 
“on the book” - that is, they are in charge of calling all of the technical and actor cues during the show, 
usually using a headset communications system and/or a system of cue lights. The DSM is often also in 
rehearsal working with the director to prepare the prompt book. Known in some places as a Stage Director.
See also PROMPT BOOK, STAGE MANAGER.
German: Inspizient
DESIGNER Tasarımcı
DIALECT COACH Diyalekt koçu
Specialist who’s bought into a production to train actors in a specific dialect / accent.
DIRECTOR Yönetmen
There are many types of director.
Broadly, the role involves being responsible for the overall artistic vision of a production.
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR Sanat yönetmeni
Normally in charge of the programming of a venue. May also direct shows.
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR Teknik yönetmen
 In charge of the technical requirements of a production.
(The term LIGHTING DIRECTOR is used in the UK for a TV Lighting Designer).
DRAMA Drama
The academic subject area into which theatre falls.
DRAMA TEACHER Drama eğitmeni
Teacher of Drama.
DRAMATIST Dramacı
A playwright, composer or lyrisist who takes an existing story and transforms it into a play or musical.
Dramatists Guild of America
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DRAMATURG Dramaturg
Works as an advisor/assistant to the director on the background and historical relevance of the play being 
produced. Also can act as a liaison between director and playwright, and can work on the text of the play 
(editing & revising scripts). Also advises the theatre management staff on the suitability of plays for the 
theatre’s audience and artistic policy. See link below for more information.
What is Dramaturgy?
DRESSER Giydirici
Member of the WARDROBE Department who helps actors with costume care and costume changes during 
the performance.
EDUCATION DIRECTOR Eğitim direktörü
Member of the theatre staff who develops work for schools, or provides resources on current productions 
and runs workshops for students / school groups.
FIGHT DIRECTOR Dövüş eğitmeni
Choreographer of fight scenes on stage. Works intensively with actors training them how to avoid hitting 
(and hurting) each other, how to use weapons safely etc. Fight directors are highly skilled and trained and 
should not be substituted for someone ‘who once saw Gladiator’ and thinks they can repeat it!!
Society of American Fight Directors
Fightdirector.com
British Academy of Stage and Screen Combat
FINANCIAL BACKER Yapımcı
See ANGEL.
FLYMAN Sofita teknisyeni
Term for the operator of the theatre’s flying system. Can be male or female, and now usually referred to as 
FLYPERSON. See also SPOTTER.
GRIP Aksesuar sorumlusu
(US) Member of stage crew responsible for moving items of scenery during the show. Usually wears black. 
A group of grips is a GRIP CREW. This term is borrowed from the film/tv industry, where a grip handles and 
sets up camera equipment and lighting.
HOUSE MANAGER Mekan Müdürü
Duty member of theatre staff who is responsible for the Front of House staff and organisation for a particu-
lar performance. She/he is also responsible for the health and safety of the audience while they are in the 
theatre. See FRONT OF HOUSE MANAGER.
LIGHTING DESIGNER Işık tasarımcısı
Member of the production team for a show who is responsible for the overall look of the lighting. He or she 
may have an Assistant Lighting Designer who concentrates on the necessary paperwork for the lighting 
design. The Lighting Designer (or LD) is responsible for liaising with the director about style and with the 
set and costume designers about colour and decides on the position, type, focus direction and colour of 
every lighting instrument in the rig. She/he draws a lighting plan to communicate this to other members 
of his team (and to the theatre staff who are rigging the lighting). During a lighting plot, the lighting states 
are built.
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LIGHTING DIRECTOR Işık uygulama
A lighting designer for television is known as a lighting director.
LYRICIST Güfte yazarı
Author of the text of a musical / the words of a song. 
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